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Abstract—The recently emerged approaches to energy flow
optimization in microgrids focus on planning how much energy
needs to be inserted or exerted from a microgrid energy storage
unit in a given fixed time to achieve maximum benefit for
the microgrid operation (economical, environmental, etc.). As
a result of this planning there is an energy flow command
issued from the level of microgrid energy flows optimization
towards the management systems of individual energy storages
in the microgrid. As the energy flow command can be achieved
by different control sequences on the management level of the
storage unit, there is a need to assess the optimal control
sequence for the energy storage as well as to see how the
alternative, simplified approaches to realize the energy flow
command perform in comparison. In this work we focus on the
battery management system that is subordinated to the microgrid
energy flow optimization and compare the approaches of the
optimal battery current, constant current and constant power,
whereas the optimality is formulated with respect to residual state
of charge available after the energy flow command is realized
on the battery. On a selected example of valve-regulated lead-
acid (VRLA) battery we show that these approaches to battery
management yield comparable results which suggests that the
mentioned simplified approaches are quite near to the optimal
ones with respect to the amount of residual state of charge. We
further show how the dynamical model of the optimally managed
battery looks like for the case of battery representation via a
hybrid electrical model.

Index Terms—microgrid, hybrid electrical model, energy flow
optimization, battery management system, state of charge

I. INTRODUCTION

A microgrid is the integration of loads, energy resources,
and storage devices. From the operation point of view, a mi-
crogrid is counted as an independent entity that can work either
in grid-tied or islanded mode. Microgrids energy resources can
include utility connection, micro gas turbines, and renewable
generations such as wind turbines and photovoltaic systems.
It is expected and desirable that a considerable amount of
demand for each microgrid is supplied by its local generation.
A battery as a microgrid part can provide a substantial support
for the operation of the corresponding microgrid system [1],
[2], [3]. Battery is a component that converts chemical energy
contained in its active materials into electricity using a single
electrochemical oxidation-reduction reaction, and vice versa.
Valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries are still the op-

timal choice for telecommunication base stations considering
price and service life for telecommunications and microgrids
[4].

Energy flow optimization in microgrids focusses on plan-
ning how much energy needs to be inserted or exerted from
a microgrid energy storage unit in a fixed amount of time
to achieve maximum benefit for the microgrid operation [5],
[6], [7]. In this respect, a considerable attention is directed
to development of better optimization algorithms and suitable
modelling frameworks [8], [9]. Several metaheuristic and
heuristic algorithms are developed to solve the power dispatch
problem for microgrids, such as genetic algorithms [10], [11],
[12]. These methods implement more complex models but they
are not able to guarantee the optimality of the found solution.

Battery management system (BMS) is a key element to
make utilization of the battery in the telecommunication
power systems, uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), renew-
able energy systems, electric vehicles (EVs) and microgrids
safe, reliable, and efficient. The BMS not only manages the
operational conditions of the battery to prolong its lifetime and
guarantees its safety but also provides accurate estimation of
the state of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH) for the
energy management modules [1], [13]. The main function of
the BMS is to protect the battery from operating at conditions
that are harmful to either the battery or the users or both.

The time and efficiency of VRLA battery charging and
discharging are becoming increasingly important parameters
in evaluating battery performance in the microgrids. Battery
charge efficiency cannot be considered a simple inverse of
battery discharge efficiency. Battery charge efficiency is de-
fined as the percent of energy stored by a battery charged
at a given power for a unit of time [14]. So far, charge and
discharge efficiency of VRLA batteries are considered constant
depending on charge and discharge power in the microgrids.
Constant efficiency in both cases causes errors in prediction
of stored and delivered energy from the batteries during the
optimization of battery operation in the microgrids. In [5],
[15] the charge efficiency of a VRLA battery stack is equal to
the discharge efficiency and they are constant for the whole
range of charging and discharging powers. Also, authors in
[13] and [16] considered the discharge efficiency is higher



than the charge efficiency, but they are also constant for all
charge and discharge powers.

In addition, all the aforementioned papers disregard or do
not exploit the operation of the storage management system
that is subordinated to the microgrid energy flow optimization.
In the storage management system, the operating efficiency
itself can be maximized by maximizing the storage state at
the end of the time interval during which a desired amount
of energy needs to be exchanged between the microgrid
and the storage. We show in the subsequent developments
that charging and discharging efficiency is a parameter that
needs not to be characterized explicitly in the model of the
(optimally) managed storage which is actually relevant for
microgrid energy flow optimization.

In this work we focus on the BMS that is subordinated
to the microgrid energy flow optimization and compare the
approaches of the optimal battery current, constant current and
constant power approaches to BMS operation. The optimality
is formulated with respect to residual SOC available after
the energy flow command is realized within the BMS. These
approaches are realized based on simulations using the hy-
brid electrical model of a VRLA battery stack. Simulations
are performed with different initial SOC for a predefined
amount of time equal to the sampling time of the energy
flows optimization level, with different energy flow commands
presumed to be obtained from that level. The aim of this
paper is twofold: (i) to compare performance of the different
approaches to battery management with the optimal one, and
(ii) to characterize the relevant mathematical model of the
BMS for the energy flows optimization level.

The major paper contribution is in introducing battery man-
agement that completely adheres to commands of energy flows
from/to the battery system, and in a preliminary simulations-
based analysis of such an approach to battery management.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
energy flows optimization in a microgrid set-up. Section III
presents the hybrid electrical model of a VRLA battery,
while Section IV presents the optimal control problem for
VRLA battery management in a microgrid. Section V presents
simulation results and comparison of optimal and alternative
approaches to battery management in the setup of microgrid
energy flows optimization. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. MICROGRID AND BATTERY MANAGEMENT SETUPS

A microgrid effectively integrates (i) distributed generation
sources such as photovoltaic panels, small wind turbines, fuel
cells, diesel and gas microturbines etc., (ii) distributed energy
storage devices such as batteries, supercapacitors, flywheels
etc., and (iii) critical and non-critical loads. Its operational
goals majorly depend on whether the connection with the
utility grid exists or does not exist. Energy storage devices
are employed to compensate for the power shortage or surplus
within the microgrid [5].

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of energy flows optimiza-
tion in a microgrid and its subordinated storage management
systems, the battery management system being one of them.

There is an energy flow command issued from the level of
microgrid energy flows optimization towards the management
systems of individual energy storages in the microgrid.

For the case of a battery storage, SOC is an indicator
that represents the available charge stored in the battery
compared to the full capacity charge of the battery [16],
[17]. Charging/discharging power of the considered VRLA
battery stack as well as its SOC will be dynamically modelled
via the hybrid electrical model (2)-(4) of the battery, briefly
introduced in the following section together with the relevant
references [4]. For ease of exposition of the basic principles,
self-consumption (losses) of the power converter between the
battery and the microgrid are neglected.

III. HYBRID ELECTRICAL MODEL

In this paper a hybrid electrical model of a VRLA battery
is used for charging/discharging simulations.

Hybrid electrical model (Fig. 2) can be presented by a
full-capacity capacitor (Ccapacity), a self-discharge resistor
(Rself ), and an equivalent series resistor (the sum of Rserial ,
Rfast and Rslow). It incorporates the best characteristics from
Thevenin, Impedance and R-B electrical models [18], [19].

The charge of capacitor Ccapacity represents the whole
charge stored in the battery, i.e. the scaled battery SOC. It
can be calculated by converting the nominal battery capacity
in Ahr to charge in Coulomb units and its value is defined as
[20]:

Ccapacity = 3600 ·Kpnom · k1(cycle) · k2(temp), (1)

where Kpnom is the nominal battery capacity in Ahr,
k1(cycle) is a correction factor for number of charge-discharge
cycles the battery experienced, k2(temp) is a temperature-
dependent correction factor. Correction factor that defines
capacity dependence on the current value is not expressed in
(1). In this paper the capacity degradation due to charging with
a high current [21] is neglected since the maximum current
value is kept below manufacturer-declared one-hour charge
current. By setting the initial voltage across Ccapacity(VSOC)
equal to 1 or 0 V, the battery is initialized to its fully charged
(i.e., SOC is 100%) or fully discharged (i.e., SOC is 0%)
state.

The self-discharge resistor Rself represents leakage when
the battery is stored over a long period. Rself is a function
of SOC, temperature, and, frequently, of the number of
experienced charge/discharge cycles [22]. If the self-discharge
is neglected, the hybrid electric model shown in Fig. 2, can
be described with the following continuous-time state-space
model: V̇OC
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V̇slow
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0 0 0
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of energy flows optimization in a microgrid

Ubatt = VOC − Vfast − Vslow −Rserial · Ibatt, (3)

where Ubatt is the battery terminal voltage, Ibatt is the
battery current and Vserial, Vfast and Vslow are voltages at
serial resistor, fast- and slow-transient RC parallel network,
respectively. The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is defined using
the following expression:

VOC = a · VSOC + b, (4)

where a and b define open-circuit voltage dependence on
SOC.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid electrical model of a battery

IV. OPTIMAL CONTROL AND ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
FOR VRLA BATTERY MANAGEMENT IN A MICROGRID

In order to get an accurate SOC model which will con-
tain variable charge/discharge efficiency depending on the
charge/discharge energy, optimal battery current (OC), con-
stant current (CC) and constant power (CP) approaches are
applied to operation of BMS that fully adheres to provided
energy flow commands. The BMS receives from the microgrid
energy flows optimization level the control commands on
energy flows that need to be exchanged between the battery
and the microgrid in the defined time T . After the energy flow
command is realized within the BMS in the time interval T ,
the best battery management approach is the one which attains
the maximal residual SOC.

The OC profile is obtained by solving the following opti-
mization problem:

max
Ibatt(0),...,Ibatt(N−1)

J = SOC(k +N)

s.t.E =

∫ T

0

Ubatt Ibatt dt = Ecom.
(5)

where Ecom is the energy flow commanded to the BMS, with



x(k), k ∈ Z the value x(k · TBMS) is denoted (x is either
Ibatt, Ubatt or SOC), whereas TBMS = T/N is the sampling
time of the BMS.

The OC profile changes with sampling time of BMS opti-
mization TBMS .

V. COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL AND ALTERNATIVE
APPROACHES TO VRLA BATTERY MANAGEMENT IN A

MICROGRID

Simulations of the charging/discharging using the
continuous-time hybrid electric model (2) implemented
in Matlab/Simulink environment are carried out. Simulations
of charging/discharging are preformed in duration of T and
the different initial conditions for charging SOCch0 and
discharging SOCdisch0. It is necessary to store or deliver
the different commanded amount of energy Ecom from the
battery with the sampling time T . All the parameters used
for simulations are shown in Table I. In all simulations initial
values of Vfast and Vslow voltages are set to 0.

The CC profile is obtained using Matlab function
fminsearch in order to store or deliver the commanded
energy flow Ecom from the battery.

The CP approach uses the ratio of the commanded energy
interpreted as average power required over time T and battery
terminal voltage for determination of current value in contin-
uous time.

The OC control sequence of optimal problem (5) is ob-
tained using Matlab function fminsearch with sampling time
TBMS . The CC value is selected as initial OC value and
the value of optimal cost is directly determined using the
simulation scheme of the hybrid electrical model.

The important battery constraints during the charging and
discharging are Ubattmax – the upper threshold voltage limit,
Ubattmin – the lower threshold voltage limit, Ibatt−c – the
maximal charge current, Ibatt−d – the maximal discharge
current and maximal and minimal SOC. These values are
given by manufacturer data sheet [23] and additionally battery
constraints can be expressed as follows:

Ubattmin ≤ Ubatt(k) ≤ Ubattmax, k = 0, . . . , N − 1,

−Ibatt−c ≤ Ibatt(k) ≤ Ibatt−d, k = 0, . . . , N − 1,

0 ≤ SOC(k) ≤ 100%, k = 1, . . . , N.

(6)

In order to get new energy flow Ecom values which will
retain Ubatt(k), Ibatt(k) and SOC(k) under aforementioned
constraints, simulation analysis of the previously obtained
energy flow values are applied.

The battery states and parameters of VRLA 48 V battery
stack 45 Ah are determined from experimental data [23], using
rapid method and resting periods during the charging and
discharging. The complete procedure is described in [4] and
obtained values of the battery states and parameters are given
in Table II. These identified parameters are used in the hybrid
electric model (2).

The simulation results of model charging/discharging for
the OC approach are shown in Fig. 3. One may see the
continuity of optimal next SOC values around the zero

charging/discharging energy, unlike previous studies on the
energy flow optimization in a microgrid [5], [6], [7].

The obtained complete model of BMS operation, being

SOC(k + 1) = f(SOC(k), Ecom(k)) (7)

is crucial for correct posing of the energy flow management
problem for the microgrid. The function f seems to be
continuous and its domain can be approximated with a convex
set without high conservativeness – the exact proof of this is a
subject of further research on this topic. These properties can
make the function f very appropriate for usage on the level
of microgrid energy flows optimization.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation differences of residual SOC
between the OC approach and the CC approach, while Fig.
5 shows the same between the OC approach and the CP
approach. These differences can be expressed as follows:

J∗(SOC(k), Ecom(k))− SOCCC(SOC(k), Ecom(k)), (8)

J∗(SOC(k), Ecom(k))− SOCCP (SOC(k), Ecom(k)), (9)

where J∗(SOC(k), Ecom(k)), SOCCC(SOC(k), Ecom(k)),
SOCCP (SOC(k), Ecom(k)) are residual SOC values of OC,
CC and CP approaches, respectively. SOC(k) is initial SOC
value for charging or discharging. Ecom is commanded energy

TABLE I
THE SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Symbol Description Value

Ecom Commanded energy flow -1000 – 1000 Wh
SOCch0 Initial SOC value for

charging
0 – 90 %

SOCdisch0 Initial SOC value for dis-
charging

10 – 100 %

N Optimization length 60 min
T Sampling time of micro-

grid energy flows opti-
mization

60 min

TBMS Sampling time of BMS
optimization

1 min
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of charging/discharging - the OC approach



TABLE II
THE HYBRID ELECTRICAL MODEL PARAMETERS

Symbol Description Value

Rserial Serial resistor 0.1395 Ω

Rfast Fast-transient resistor 0.0806 Ω

Rslow Slow-transient resistor 0.0465 Ω

Rself Self-discharge resistor 42.6 kΩ

Cfast Fast-transient capacitor 3400 F
Cslow Slow-transient capacitor 89145 F

a Open-circuit voltage pa-
rameter

7.70

b Open-circuit voltage pa-
rameter

44.20 V
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Fig. 4. Simulation differences of residual SOC between the OC approach
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flow which is considered negative during charging and positive
during discharging.

The differences are very small in both cases, and slightly
better results are achieved using the constant current approach
for charging/discharging compared to the constant power case.

It can be concluded that the CC approach for charg-
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ing/discharging of a battery is very close to the optimal ap-
proach considering the final effect – residual SOC – under the
condition of exactly the same energy exchanged. Figs. 6 and
7 show the comparison of three different current approaches
for charging and discharging, respectively. The sampling time
of the energy flows management algorithm on the microgrid
level is T= 60 minutes. The initial SOC value is 50% and
commanded amount of energy Ecom is -300 Wh for charging
while for discharging their values are 70% and 500 Wh.

In further research charging/discharging using the constant
current approach will be used for determination of the explicit
form of the function SOC(k + 1) = f(SOC(k), Ecom(k))
with sampling time T . This discrete-time SOC model will be
used for more accurate optimization of the microgrid energy
flows. The variable efficiency of the charging/discharging
depending on charge/discharge powers is in this way incor-
porated in the BMS model.



VI. CONCLUSION

The article focusses on the Battery Management System
(BMS) that is subordinated to microgrid energy flows opti-
mization and receives from it energy flows commands that
need to be realized between the battery and the microgrid
in a pre-fixed amount of time. A new approach to BMS is
introduced in this paper that completely adheres to issued
commands of energy flows from/to the battery system, i.e.
a sequence of charge/discharge currents is computed on the
level of BMS such that the commanded energy flow is exactly
realized in the required time. We use VRLA batteries for a case
study and consider three different approaches to the introduced
battery management: optimal, constant current and constant
power, whereas the optimality is attained by maximizing the
residual state of charge after implementing the commanded
energy flow. We compare the three approaches and show
that both constant current and constant power approaches
are close to the optimal in the entire operational range. We
further graphically characterize the explicit model of the entire
BMS that should be used on the level of micorgrid energy
flows optimization, i.e. the model between the current battery
charge state and energy flow command as inputs, and the
next battery charge state as output. By relying on graphical
representation and without any formal proof, we point on the
model’s potentially very beneficial properties – continuity even
on the border between charging and discharging regime (zero
energy flow command) as well as convexity of the model
domain – which should be exploited in future development
of microgrid energy flow optimization schemes.
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